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Alternative

By Thomas C-B

B A R B E Q U E S

The veggie options
Many people say that you cannot 

have a barbie without the meat, but 

with the vegetarian options

increasing at a rapid rate, is this

really still true? There are hundreds 

of amazing options out there to

replace the meat on your barbeque. 

For many of them it is actually hard 

to tell the difference from meat!

Why not try a Linda McCartney’s 

Mozzarella Burger, or Richmond’s 

meat-free sausage? With so much 

available to you, it is so easy to do! 

Taking the eco-friendly option does 

not have to mean removing all meat 

off the barbeque menu – you can  

still make a difference by just

limiting how much of it you eat.

THE BIGGEST FACT...

A classic summer barbeque for 4 

people releases more greenhouse 

gases into the atmosphere than 

an 80 mile car journey!!!

Although charcoal may be great 

for cooking your food, it is also 

cooking our planet. Charcoal is

basically pure carbon, so 

burning it releases high levels of 

carbon dioxide, carbon 

monoxide and many pollutants 

such as soot, which has the 

ability to travel deep into your 

lungs. A much better option for 

cooking your food is investing in 

a gas barbeque, which produces 

far less carbon dioxide than a 

charcoal barbeque. A study 

shows that it produces half the 

amount than charcoal. Even 

with gas being driven from fossil 

fuels, it is much better for the 

environment. However, if you 

are a lover for a good old 

charcoal barbeque, there are

some environmentally friendly 

options. The best one is Big 

Green Egg 100%Organic Lump  

Charcoal, which claims to be 

free of additives and made 

from 100%premium, organic  

American oak.

As an alternative, if you love 

the taste of the Barbie but do 

not want to impact the 

environment, there are 

ingredients you can add to get 

the same smoky flavor, such 

as Smoked Paprika, Smoked 

Olive Oil, Black Cardamom or 

Chipotle Peppers. These days, 

you can even get Liquid 

Smoke!

The fuel problem



Strawberry Lemonade

Ingredients

175g Sugar

400g Strawberries 

(Quartered)

5 Lemons, juiced

Method

1.Tip the sugar with 1litre water into a  

saucepan over a medium heat and heat,

stirring, until the sugar has dissolved.

2.Remove from the heat and leave to cool

completely.

3.Put the strawberries in a blender and blitz

to a purée (strain this through a fine mesh

sieve to remove any seeds, if preferred).

4. Tip the strawberry purée into a large jug  

with the sugar water and lemon juice, and 

stir to combine.

5.Pour into glasses filled with ice and serve 

garnished with whole strawberries.

You don't need to buy 

refreshing drinks from  

the store,why not try  

this homemade 

recipie instead?

DID YOU KNOW that

around 2.5 billion 

single-use disposable 

beverage cups are 

consumed in the UK  

each year?

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/review/five-best-saucepans
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/review/test-five-best-blenders


By Rebecca N



How to save water when watering 

plants in the summer

Use a watering
can rather than a 
hose
Watering using a can helps you to control 

the rate of flow,meaning that you're not  

wasting water.If you do use a hose, invest in  

a trigger to help you control the flow 

instead.

Re -use ra inwa te r
In addition to efficient watering practices, 

watering your home's landscape with  

rainwater or reused water can help relieve the  

strain on the local water supply.

BY WILLIAM B

Apply water only 
to the soil around

the plant
Watering directly onto the soil  

prevents the leaves from catching

water unecessarily.



Some of our furry family members overheat easily and
it's important to keep them cool so here are some
good ways.
-During the summer our dogs may get a bit lethargic
and drink less so putting a couple extra water bowls
down can only help.
-If you see your dog looking a little uncomfortable
trying to relax putting a half full water bottle in the
freezer and tightly wrapping it in a towel under there
bed could make all the difference.
-Last but not least, time to get your dog's friendship
going with your local owls or your early birds
swapping out there lunchtime walk for a pre-sunrise
or post-sunset will be appreciated as the concrete
will be cooler and it will be much easier on their eyes
paws and skin

ATTENTION
DOG  

LOVERS

By Rebecca C



THE IMPACT 
OF 
INCREASED 
LITTER IN THE
SUMMER.
Litter, at any time of the year, is a bad thing, but in the summer, 
with its longer and warmer days, much more of it is found. This is 
because warmer weather encourages people to head to the park or 
the beach; to have BBQs, picnics, go for walks or bike rides in the 
countryside.

Litter can harm the environment in many 
different ways:
•Litter can harm wildlife. Animals can get 
entangled in rubbish like empty crisp packets and 
small animals can get stuck in discarded bottles 
and end up dying. Some animals may eat litter 
with harmful toxins in them like cigarette butts 
which could cause them to develop underlying 
health issues.
•Litter creates visual pollution. It spoils the way 
areas look for everyone.
•Litter, including food waste, dog poo bags, 
nappies (particularly on warm days) can quickly 
start to smell, attracting rats, creating a breeding 
ground for germs.
•It is also a massive cost to the government and 
local councils to clean up.

How you can help:
•If there is a bin nearby when you go outside in
the summer and you have rubbish on you, put it
in the bin.
•If the bin is full or there are no bins, take it 
home and put it in the bin at your house.
•Just because you see litter in an area, don’t be 
tempted to drop your own.

DON'T DROP LITTER
Even if it's tiny, it will have a big impact that
will affect everyone

By Lucianne H



Believe it or not weeds are 
actually very good for bees as 
they provide pollen early in the 
season. So let your garden over 

grow a bit.

Make a bee hotel out of plastic 
bottles. First, cut the top and 
bottom off. After you have 

done that, stuff it with sticks or 
bamboo with holes in them.
Finally, place it in a south

facing direction where it is a  
dry and quiet place.

Place a  small dish of sugar water. 
Take a small, shallow dish (shallow 
enough for a  bee to stand in) and 
fill it with sugar water. This is great 

for injured or tired bees to gain 
energy. Don't use honey.

Make or buy a  bee water feeder. You 
can make one by filing a  saucer with 

water – ideally rain water – and put a  
few different sized stones in it that are 

large and stable enough to give bees a  
safe place to drink from.

Eat susta inable honey . Due to industria l  
honey making, bees suffer making 

honey as too much is taken at one time 
creating a  stressful environment. So 

eating sustainable honey means that 
when honey is produced not too much 
is taken at one time creating a  non-
stressful environment for the bees.

Plant bee friendly plants, these 
include: Cosmos, Geums, 

Hellebores, Lavender, Buddleja, 
Crab Apples, Wallflowers, Single 

Dahlias and more.

6  W A Y S  T O  M A K E  

Y O U R G A R D E N B E E  

FRIENDLY.
by Aiqi F
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